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Abstract. Feature models are a widespread means to represent com-
monality and variability in software product lines. As is the case for other
kinds of models, computing and managing feature model differences is
useful in various real-world situations. In this paper, we propose a set of
novel differencing techniques that combine syntactic and semantic mech-
anisms, and automatically produce meaningful differences. Practitioners
can exploit our results in various ways: to understand, manipulate, vi-
sualize and reason about differences. They can also combine them with
existing feature model composition and decomposition operators. The
proposed automations rely on satisfiability algorithms. They come with
a dedicated language and a comprehensive environment. We illustrate
and evaluate the practical usage of our techniques through a case study
dealing with a configurable component framework.
Keywords: Feature Models, Model Differences, Model Management
1 Introduction
Software product line (SPL) engineering aims at generating software variants
tailored to the needs of particular customers or market segments [24]. SPL prin-
ciples, formalisms and techniques are gaining more and more attention in dif-
ferent application domains to efficiently produce and maintain multiple similar
software products. Central to SPL engineering is the modeling and management
of variability: exploiting what variants have in common and managing what
varies among them. In this context, feature models (FMs) are widely used to
model the variability of a system in terms of mandatory, optional and exclu-
sive features as well as propositional constraints over the features [25,28]. The
primary purpose and semantics of FMs is to characterize the combinations of
features (called configurations) supported by a system. A number of formaliza-
tions (e.g., [25,10]), automated reasoning operations [7] and tools (e.g., [20,4,27])
have been developed to address this issue. The formalism of FMs is now at the
core of many generative or model-based approaches [9,24,23,11].
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When managing the variability of an SPL, reasoning about the differences
of two FMs is a prime concern: for instance, when an SPL, and therefore its
FM, evolve over time. Even small edits to an FM, like moving a feature from
one branch to another, can unintentionally change the set of valid feature com-
binations. Understanding the impact of the evolution of an FM, and thus the
differences between two versions, is known to be impractical to determine man-
ually [28]. Consequently tool support is required to assist practitioners in com-
puting and understanding FM differences. In practice, the need to support FM
differences has been observed in different domains and for different purposes.
Evolution of an FM. In [11,23], the authors report that evolution support be-
comes particularly important for engineering SPLs and other variability-intensive
systems. They propose model-driven support at the feature level, using FM
concepts [23]. Lotufo et al. study the evolution of the Linux kernel variability
model [16]. They identify edit operations applied in practice and new automation
challenges, including the detection of edits that break existing configurations.
Differencing techniques are thus needed, for example, to identify what are the
added and removed configurations. In [2], we developed an automated procedure
to extract the FM of FraSCAti, a large component and plugin-based system. The
handling of FM differences was needed to compare the automatically extracted
FM with one that was elaborated manually by the main developer of FraSCAti.
It is also needed to understand and validate the evolution of the FMs for different
versions of FraSCAti.
Management of a product line (PL) offering. Two kinds of variability are
usually distinguished in SPL engineering [24,21]: software variability, hidden
from customers, as opposed to PL variability, visible to them. An important
property of an SPL is realizability, that is, whether the set of products that the
PL management decides to offer is fully covered by the set of products that
the software platform allows to build. Symmetrically, the usefulness property is
interesting for a product manager to identify unused flexibility of the software
platform. In this case, product managers and software engineers need to precisely
understand what are the products supported by the platform but not offered
to customers (it can be on purpose and justified by future market extensions).
The differencing information is then exploited by product managers and software
engineers to validate or evolve the FMs documenting the two kinds of variability.
In the development of a video surveillance SPL and medical imaging workflows,
we observed similar differentiation needs [6].
Until now, the problem of FM differences has neither been recognized nor
comprehensively addressed by existing approaches. Model-based approaches mostly
rely on syntactic mechanisms, basing their heuristics on the names and struc-
ture of model elements [22]. While showing some success, there are serious lim-
itations. Models that are syntactically very similar may actually have very dif-
ferent semantics (intended meaning), and vice versa, models that describe the
same system may have very different syntactic representations [19,17,13]. This
observation also applies to FMs [27]. As a result, a list of syntactic differences,
although accurate and useful, may not be able to reveal the real and meaning-
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ful implications these differences have on the models involved. Some voices are
calling for more semantic differencing [19,13] and such techniques have recently
emerged for specific modeling formalisms [17,18]. In the feature modeling com-
munity, Benavides et al. do not report any differencing support in their survey,
despite the impressive research effort on FM automations [7]. Only a few recent
works have specifically considered the problem of FM differences at the syn-
tactic [26] or at the semantic level [28,13] but have limitations to compute and
present exploitable differences. In previous work, we developed a set of semantic
techniques for FMs [3,2,4,6] but not yet for differences.
In this paper we first present and illustrate the problem of FM differences
(Section 2). We develop a set of syntactic and semantic techniques to compute,
reason about and present differences (Section 3). Thanks to these techniques,
a practitioner can understand differences in a fine-grained way, visualize and
manage a model of differences, augment an existing FM with the differences or
compute the differences only on some parts of the two FMs. The techniques are
automated using satisfiability algorithms and come with a dedicated language
(Section 3.4). We also report on a practical usage and evaluation of the differ-
encing techniques through a case study (Section 4). We discuss related work
(Section 5) and conclude the paper (Section 6).
2 The Problem of Feature Model Differences
2.1 Background
FMs hierarchically structure application features into multiple levels of increas-
ing detail. When decomposing a feature into subfeatures, the subfeatures may
be optional or mandatory or may form Xor- or Or-groups (see Figure 1(a) for
a visual representation of an FM). The terms FM and feature diagram are em-
ployed in the literature, usually to denote the same concept. In this paper, we
consider that a feature diagram (see Definition 1) includes a feature hierarchy
(tree), a set of feature groups, as well as human readable constraints (implies,
excludes). The formalism of FMs considered is among the most popular in use.
Definition 1 (Feature Diagram) A feature diagram FD = 〈G,EMAND,
GXOR, GOR, I, EX〉 is defined as follows:
– G = (F , E, r) is a rooted, labeled tree where F is a finite set of features,
E ⊆ F × F is a finite set of edges and r ∈ F is the root feature ;
– EMAND ⊆ E is a set of edges that define mandatory features with their
parents ;
– GXOR ⊆ P(F)×F and GOR ⊆ P(F)×F define feature groups and are sets
of pairs of child features together with their common parent feature ;
– a set of implies constraints I whose form is A ⇒ B, a set of excludes con-
straints EX whose form is A⇒ ¬B (A ∈ F and B ∈ F).
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Features that are neither mandatory features nor involved in a feature group are
optional features. A parent feature can have several feature groups but a feature
must belong to only one feature group. It should be noted that a feature diagram,
as defined above, is not expressively complete with respect to propositional logics.
Similar to [27], we thus consider that an FM is composed of a feature diagram
plus a propositional formula ψcst (see Definition 2).
Definition 2 (Feature Model) An FM is a tuple 〈FD,ψcst〉 where FD is a
feature diagram and ψcst is a propositional formula over the set of features F .
Not all combinations of features (configurations) are authorized by an FM.
A valid (or legal) configuration is obtained by selecting features in a manner
that respects the following rules: i) If a feature is selected, its parent must
also be selected; ii) If a parent is selected, the following features must also be
selected - all the mandatory subfeatures, exactly one subfeature in each of its
Alternative groups, and at least one of its subfeatures in each of its Or groups;
iii) propositional constraints must hold. An FM thus defines a set of valid feature
configurations (see Definition 3).
Definition 3 (Configuration Semantics) A configuration of an FM fm1 is
defined as a set of selected features. Jfm1K denotes the set of valid configurations
of fm1 and is a set of sets of features.
An FM is usually encoded as a propositional formula, denoted φ, and defined
over a set of Boolean variables, where each variable corresponds to a feature [10].
The translation to propositional logic is well known and off-the-shelf SAT solvers
or binary decisions diagrams (BDDs) can be used to automatically reason about
properties of an FM and its configurations [7,25,10].
2.2 Diff: A Running Example
We now illustrate with a simple example, extracted from [13], the problem of
FM differences. Let us consider applet1 (see Figure 1(a)) and applet2 (see Fig-
ure 1(b)). Obviously, the two FMs differ, for example, feature init is a child feature
of mustOverride in applet1 whereas feature init is a child feature of the root feature
applet in applet2. This difference may occur in many scenarios already described
in the introduction: the FM applet1 has evolved over time, leading to applet2; the
two FMs have been reverse engineered from two existing frameworks ; applet1
is a requirements model specified by a customer whereas applet2 is the actual
implementation model supported by an application programming interface, etc.
A few questions arise: How do these two FMs, applet1 and applet2, differ? Are
they equivalent? If not, what is the actual difference? Several applications of FM
differences are conceivable. First, the difference may serve as a debugging infor-
mation. For example, the four configurations satisfying applet1 but not applet2
{{applet, destroy, init,mustOverride, stop},
{applet, init,mustOverride, stop}, {applet, init,mustOverride},
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applet
mustOverride destroy stop
paint start init
(destroy => init) ^ (stop => init) 
Or
Xor
Mandatory
Optional
(a) applet1
applet
mustOverride
destroy stoppaint start
¬mustOverride => init 
init
(b) applet2
Fig. 1. Two example FMs extracted from [13]
{applet, destroy, init,mustOverride}} can be considered as a specification er-
ror. Second, examples of configurations allowed by applet1 but not in applet2
might be used to expand configurations of applet2. Based on the analysis of
differences, a practitioner may correct the error previously identified and relax
some variability constraints and edit applet2 (e.g., features paint and start be-
come optional features and are no longer forming an Or-group). The example
shows that a crucial issue for a practitioner, being modeler, product line man-
ager, software engineer or architect, is to precisely understand and reason about
differences of two FMs. Based on this information, a practitioner can validate
the differences and/or evolve the FMs.
3 Set of Operators for Differencing of Feature Models
Let fm1 = 〈FD1, ψcst1〉 with FD1 = 〈G1 = (F1, E1, r1), EMAND1 , GXOR1 ,
GOR1 , I1, EX1〉 and fm2 = 〈FD2, ψcst2〉 with FD2 = 〈G2 = (F2, E2, r2),
EMAND2 , GXOR2 , GOR2 , I2, EX2〉 be two FMs. In the reminder of this section,
we consider the difference (diff for short) between fm1 and fm2 – in this par-
ticular order. We will use the example of Figure 1 to illustrate our contributions
(i.e., fm1 = applet1 and fm2 = applet2).
Rationale and overview. Several techniques for the diff of FMs can be
considered. Roughly, the diff between fm1 and fm2 is the set of elements in
fm1 but not in fm2. From a syntactical perspective, the elements to be con-
sidered in the diff may be features, feature hierarchies, feature groups or implies
/ excludes. We present syntactic differencing techniques in Section 3.1. Though
the syntactic diff might be useful, we believe that a semantic diff for FMs should
also be developed and possibly be combined with syntactic differencing. Many
researchers share this vision (e.g., see [28,19,13]) and semantic differences have
already been developed specifically for other kinds of models (class diagrams [17]
and activity diagrams [18]). We present semantic differencing techniques in Sec-
tion 3.2. Rather than directly computing and reasoning about differences, it can
be useful to focus on the common parts of two FMs. Another developed tech-
nique is to provide the means to focus on a specific part, typically smaller, of
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the two FMs in order to facilitate the understanding of their differences. We de-
scribe a set of syntactic and semantic composition and decomposition techniques
in Section 3.3 that comes in complement to the differencing techniques.
3.1 Syntactic Diff
A general approach to model differencing is to concentrate on matching between
model elements using different heuristics related to their names and structure
and on finding and presenting differences at a concrete or abstract syntactic
level. Matching algorithms are out of the scope of this paper, surveys of different
approaches can be found in [12,15]. We assume that features are identified by
an unique label (i.e., name) in an FM and that two features of two FMs match
if and only if they have the same name4.
In terms of feature modeling, elements of interest are features, variability
information (mandatory features, feature groups, and propositional constraints)
and feature hierarchy (see Definition 1 and 2). We thus consider the diff of these
model elements.
Diff of features. Fdiff is the set of features that are in fm1 but not in fm2,
i.e., Fdiff = F1 \ F2. In the example of Figure 1, Fdiff = ∅.
Diff of feature hierarchies. Several techniques can be considered (e.g., tree
edit distance [8]), including the computation of Ediff the set of edges modeling
parent-child relationships in fm1 but not in fm2. Formally: Ediff = E1\ E2. In
the example of Figure 1, Ediff = {{mustOverride, init}, {applet, destroy}, {applet, stop}}.
Diff of mandatory features. A syntactic diff of mandatory features produces
EMANDdiff = EMAND1 \ EMAND2 . In the example of Figure 1, EMANDdiff =
{{applet,mustOverride}}, showing that the feature mustOverride is mandatory in
fm1, which is not the case in fm2.
Diff of feature groups. It is useful to determine feature groups (Xor and Or)
that are in fm1 but not in fm2, including GXORdiff = GXOR1 \GXOR2 and
GORdiff = GOR1 \GOR2 . We consider that two feature groups are equal if and
only if their parent features match and their child features match. In the example
of Figure 1, GXORdiff = ∅ and GORdiff = {{{init, start, paint},mustOverride}}
Diff of implies and excludes. A syntactic diff of implies (resp. excludes) con-
straints produces Idiff (resp. EXdiff ) so that Idiff = I1 \ I2 (resp. EXdiff =
EX1\EX2). In Figure 1, Idiff = {{destroy ⇒ init}, {stop⇒ init}} and EXdiff =
∅. It should be noted that Idiff is not semantically correct in this example: the
features destroy and stop do imply the feature init in fm2, owing to the parent-
child relationships in fm2.
3.2 Semantic Diff
Syntactic differences are useful for the example of Figure 1. Using the list of
differences, a modeler can identify that the feature init has been moved or that
4 This assumption is shared by [26,28,13] and holds for all the case studies presented
in the introduction. The problem of FM matching is discussed in Section 4.2
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the feature mustOverride becomes a mandatory feature in fm2. However, a prac-
titioner rather wants to understand the difference between the two FMs in terms
of configuration semantics (i.e., in terms of sets of configurations). For this pur-
pose, the list of syntactic differences fails to produce some differences, among
others: i) the four configurations authorized by fm1 but not by fm2 are not
identified ; ii) Idiff does not report that stop ⇒ mustOverride holds in fm1
but not in fm2. With this information, a practitioner could learn that the fea-
ture stop does not imply the selection of the feature mustOverride in fm2 whereas
it is the case in fm1.
To raise the limits of a syntactic diff, we address semantically the list of
differences. We translate fm1 and fm2 into two formula φ1 and φ2. Never-
theless, performing at the level of abstraction of Boolean variables may produce
unexploitable results. Stated differently, a practitioner wants to understand dif-
ferences in terms of feature modeling concepts rather than in terms of a propo-
sitional formula. As a result, we take care of producing meaningful information
based on the analysis of the two formula.
Diff of information extracted from the two formula. A first general strat-
egy consists in analyzing separately each formula and then performs the differ-
ences of the information produced.
Diff of binary implication (resp. exclusion) graphs. We consider a binary
implication graph of an FM and its propositional formula φ as a directed graph
BIG = (Vimp, Eimp) formally defined as follows:
Vimp = F Eimp = {(fi, fj) | φ ∧ fi ⇒ fj} (1)
Each binary, directed edge from feature fi to feature fj represents a binary im-
plication. Based on the analysis of φ1 and φ2, we can produce BIG1 and BIG2
and then compute BIGdiff = BIG1 \ BIG2. It is then straightforward to
compute the set of binary implications expressed in fm1 but not in fm2. In
the example of Figure 1, Eimpldiff = {{destroy ⇒ mustOverride}, {applet ⇒
mustOverride}, {stop ⇒ mustOverride}, {init ⇒ mustOverride}}. As we support
arbitrary propositional constraints in an FM, it should be noted that BIGdiff
cannot be produced syntactically in the general case. Furthermore, the binary
implication graph structure, reified from the propositional formula, has the ad-
vantage of exposing an information than can be directly translated in terms of
feature modeling (i.e., either as a binary implication between a child feature
and a parent feature or simply as an implies constraint). As a more general and
powerful technique, the computation of BIGdiff should be used in favour of the
syntactic diff of implies constraints.
Diff of binary exclusion graphs. Similarly, we can compute the set of binary
exclusions expressed in fm1 but not in fm2. We consider a binary exclu-
sion graph of an FM and its formula φ as an undirected graph, denoted BEG,
consisting of vertices being features and edges denoting a mutual exclusion be-
tween two features fi and fj such that its formula φ entails fi ⇒ ¬fj . Then,
BEGdiff = BEG1 \ BEG2. In the example of Figure 1, the set of edges of
BEGdiff is empty.
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Diff of cliques in implication and exclusion graphs. We extend the previ-
ous technique to n-ary bi-implications and n-ary mutual exclusions. A n-ary
bi-implication involves n features such that fi ⇒ fj for any i, j = 1 . . . n. It can
be obtained by computing cliques in BIG. (A clique in the implication graph
is a subgraph in which any two vertices are connected by an edge). A n-ary
mutual exclusion involves n features f1, . . . , fn and is detected if there exists
a clique between f1, . . . , fn in BEG. (A clique in the exclusion graph requires
each member to have an exclusion to every other member.) For the purpose
of conciseness (no set of features is subsumed by other), we compute maximal
cliques in BIG and BEG. In the example of Figure 1, we detect that features
applet and mustOverride are bi-implied. We do not learn additional difference for
this specific example as a syntactic technique already produces such informa-
tion. Nevertheless the semantic technique is particularly suitable when there are
complex cross-tree constraints in an FM.
Semantic diff of feature groups. Reasoning techniques can be performed on
φ to detect candidate feature groups (Xor and Or-groups). It is based on an
important property: several FMs can represent the same set of configurations
while having different hierarchies and feature groups. As a result some feature
groups are not syntactically restituted in a feature diagram5. For example, in
fm1, there are two candidate Or-groups {{{init, start, paint},mustOverride},
{{init, start, paint}, applet}}, but only {{init, start, paint}, applet} is included
in GOR1 . To compute candidate feature groups, we rely on techniques exposed
in [10,27] that perform over a propositional formula.
Reasoning about the two formula. A second general strategy consists in
producing relevant information based on the logical combinations of the two
formula. We first describe two existing techniques [28,13] relevant for FM differ-
ences.
Relationship between two FMs. Thüm et al. [28] reason on the nature of FM
edits, for example, when fm1 is edited (e.g., some features are moved, added,
or removed), giving fm2. They provide a classification (see Definition 4) and
an efficient algorithm to compute the kind of relationship between two FMs. In
case the relationship is not a refactoring, the authors propose a technique to
generate an example of configuration authorized in one but not in another.
Definition 4 (Edits) fm1 is a specialization of fm2 if Jfm1K ⊂ Jfm2K ; fm1
is a generalization of fm2 if Jfm1K ⊂ Jfm2K ; fm1 is a refactoring of fm2 ifJfm1K = Jfm2K ; fm1 is an arbitrary edit of fm2 in other cases.
Quotient. In [13], an algorithm is presented that takes as input two formula
φ1 and φ2 in conjunctive normal form (CNF) – FMs are easily converted to
5 In fm2, the features applet, mustOverride and init are semantically forming an Or-
group. This is not syntactically restituted in the feature diagram (see Figure 1(b))
and is considered as an anomaly in the literature [7]. This example, extracted
from [13], can be seen as an additional argument in favour of a diff performing
at the semantic level.
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CNF. The algorithm finds for the quotient (i.e., difference) all clauses in φ1
which are not entailed by φ2 through the satisfiability checks of φ2 ∧ ¬c (c
being a clause of φ1). As recognized, this is clearly an over-approximation of the
difference, but might fail at maximality. In the example of Figure 1, the quotient
is {{init⇒ mustOverride}, {applet⇒ mustOverride}}
Diff of Formula. The two previous techniques fail to comprehensively rep-
resent the difference of the two configuration sets. To raise the limitations, we
develop a diff operator, noted ⊕\, that takes as input two FMs and produces a
diff FM (i.e., fmdiff = fm1 ⊕\ fm2). fmdiff is depicted in Figure 2(a). The
following defines the semantics of this operator:
Jfm1K \ Jfm2K = {x ∈ Jfm1K |x /∈ Jfm2K} = Jfmdiff K (M1)
Computing the diff formula that encodes Jfmdiff K is as follows:
φdiff = (φ1 ∧ not(F2 \ F1)) ∧ ¬(φ2 ∧ not(F1 \ F2))
not is a function that, given a non-empty set of features, returns the Boolean
conjunction of all negated variables corresponding to features:
not({f1, f2, ..., fn}) =
∧
i=1..n
¬fi
The presence of negated variables is needed since we need to emulate the
deselection of features that are in fm1 (resp. fm2) but not in fm2 (resp.
fm1). Otherwise, two features, say f1 ∈ F1 and f2 ∈ F2 such that f1 6= f2
(i.e., f1 does not match f2), can be combined to form a configuration, thereby
violating the configuration semantics of Definition M1. An important property
of φdiff is that each valid assignment (true/false values assigned to variables)
corresponds to a valid configuration of Jfmdiff K. With regards to maximality,
it thus outperforms the quotient technique.
The connection between the characterization of edits (see Definition 4) and
the diff operator is expressed by Lemma 1 (according to set theory, Jfm1K ⊆Jfm2K is equivalent to Jfm1K \ Jfm2K = ∅).
Lemma 1 (Diff and Specialization/Refactoring) fm1 is a specialization
or a refactoring of fm2 if (fm1 ⊕\ fm2) characterizes no valid configurations.
As a result, the satisfiability of φdiff can be checked to determine the kind
of relationship between fm1 and fm2. In the example of Figure 1, fm1 is an
arbitrary edit of fm2 since Jfm1K \ Jfm2K 6= ∅ and Jfm2K \ Jfm1K 6= ∅.
From formula to an FM. Though the diff formula is useful for reasoning,
we cannot render the formula "as is". Producing a complete FM (including the
feature hierarchy, feature groups, etc.) is needed typically when an FM is visu-
alized, serialized to a given format or when syntactic differencing techniques are
applied. In this case, we need to transform the diff formula φdiff as an FM. As
stated above, several FMs can represent the same set of configurations [28,7,27].
Intuitively, we want to maximize the parent-child relations that occur in the two
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input FMs. Furthermore not all feature hierarchies can be chosen (e.g., a hierar-
chy with start as a parent feature of mustOverride is too logically restrictive). The
problem of choosing a hierarchy from amongst a set of hierarchies can be for-
mulated as a minimum spanning tree problem over the binary implication graph
of φdiff . Based on the formula and the hierarchy, propositional logic techniques
are applied to synthesize a complete FM (see [4]).
3.3 Composition and Decomposition of FMs
Computing the commonality and the union. It is interesting for a practitioner
to determine the common properties of two FMs (rather than the differences).
Syntactical techniques can be naturally applied (e.g., to determine common fea-
tures). In previous work [3], we propose a semantic operator, called merge, that
computes an FM whose set of configurations is the intersection of the two sets of
configurations. Using the merged FM, a practitioner can enumerate or count the
common set of configurations or simply visualize it (see below for more details).
In the example of Figure 1, there are 15 common configurations. Another variant
of the merge operator, denoted ⊕∪, can compute an FM representing the union
of the two sets of configurations.
applet
mustOverride
destroy stop
init
(a) fmdiff = fm1 ⊕\
fm2
applet
mustOverride
destroy stop
init
(b) fm12comp
applet
mustOverride
start paint
(c)
ΠFfoo (fm1)
applet
mustOverride
start paint
(d)
ΠFfoo (fm2)
Fig. 2. Diff FM, merge in union mode of two FMs, two slice FMs
Complementing FMs. The need to complement an existing FM, say fm2,
typically occurs when fm2 is an underapproximation of fm1 whereas it should
not be the case. Therefore the differencing techniques are not only useful to
detect an underapproximation but also to compute it and then integrate it in
another model. Interestingly, we can combine the diff operator and the merge
operators (in intersection or union mode). A possible application is, for instance,
to compute an FM representing both configurations included in fm2 but not in
fm1 and configurations included in fm1 but not in fm2. It can be formalized in
set theory and therefore automated using the techniques previously described:
fm12comp = (fm2 ⊕\ fm1) ⊕∪ (fm1 ⊕\ fm2). Such an FM can be used by
practitioners to develop products not yet supported by existing solutions (i.e.,
neither by fm1 not fm2). fm12comp is depicted in Figure 2(b).
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Decomposing the problem of FM differences. Understanding and managing
FM differences is a manual process and can quickly become difficult for a prac-
titioner when a large number of features and constraints are involved. We thus
propose to decompose the problem into subproblems. Intuitively, it is easier
to focus on some parts of the two FMs rather than considering the two FMs
in their entire form. In [5], we propose a semantic operator, called slice, that
produces a projection of a FM (a slice) with respect to a set of selected fea-
tures (slicing criterion). We define slicing as a unary operation on FM, de-
noted ΠFslice (fm) where Fslice = {ft1, ft2, ..., ftn} ⊆ F . The result of the
slicing operation is a new FM, fmslice, semantically defined in terms of con-
figuration set: JfmsliceK = { x ∩ Fslice | x ∈ JfmK} (called the projected set
of configurations). In the context of FM differences, the slice operator can be
applied on fm1 and fm2 using the same slicing criterion. For example, we
apply the slice on fm1 (the resulting FM is depicted in Figure 2(c)) and on
fm2 (the resulting FM is depicted in Figure 2(d)) using the slicing criterion
Ffoo = {applet,mustOverride, start, paint}. The two slice FMs can then be
analyzed using the differencing techniques exposed throughout the section.
3.4 Tool Support: Language and Environment
We rely on FAMILIAR (for FeAture Model scrIpt Language for manIpulation
and Automatic Reasoning) a domain-specific language for FMs [4]. The lan-
guage already includes facilities for composing/decomposing FMs, editing FMs
(e.g., renaming and removal of features), reasoning about FMs (e.g., validity,
comparison of FMs) and their configurations (e.g., counting or enumerating the
configurations in an FM). FMs and other types (configuration, set, etc.) are ma-
nipulated using variables. Compared to [4], we extend the language and integrate
the differencing techniques developed in the paper through the form of operations
over FMs (quotient, computation of candidate feature groups and implication
/ exclusion graphs, etc.). Basic operators to perform the union, intersection or
difference of variables are also provided. Two reasoning back-ends (SAT solvers
using SAT4J and BDDs using JavaBDD) are internally used and perform over
propositional formula to implement the semantic operators. An important prop-
erty of the language is that operations can be sequentially executed while prop-
erties of the variables can be observed. Hence, complex management scenarios
can be applied using FAMILIAR environment. A practitioner can decompose the
two FMs, then apply some techniques to understand local differences, edit the
FMs, and reiterate the process. At the end, the FMs including their differences
can be serialized in different formats and be used to pilot configuration or a
generative approach.
4 Evaluation
4.1 Complexity
Performing differences at the semantic level, though more powerful, has a cost.
The computation of BIG and BEG heavily depends on satisfiability checks of
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implications and exclusions. In practice, the computation of BIG and BEG
scales for thousands of features and can be realized using SAT solvers or BDDs
[10,27]. Due to transitivity of implication, maximal cliques (see Section 3.2) are
actually strongly connected components in BIG, which can be found efficiently
by graph traversal. Furthermore, the computation of cliques and Xor-groups
scales for thousands of features [27]. To the best of our knowledge, the computa-
tion of Or-groups has only been implemented using BDDs. We rely on BDDs to
synthesize a complete FM from a formula. (SAT solvers can be used but in this
case we do not restitute Or-groups). The cost of feature diagram construction is
polynomial regarding the size of the BDD [10]. We reuse the heuristics developed
in [20] to reduce the size of the BDD – they scale up to 2000 features.
SAT solvers require a formula to be in CNF. Converting φdiff into CNF
requires φ2 to be negated (see Equation M1). As argued in [28], an exponential
explosion of clauses occurs when φ2 is negated, even for a small number of
features. To avoid explosion, we rely on BDDs for computing and reasoning
about φdiff , since computing the disjunction, conjunction and negation of BDDs
can be performed in at most polynomial time with respect to their sizes.
4.2 Applying differencing techniques: co-evolution of FMs
Case study. In [2], we presented a process for reverse engineering the FM of
FraSCAti, a large and highly configurable component and plugin-based system.
The overall challenge is to derive an FM so that its scope is not too large (oth-
erwise some unsafe compositions are authorized) or too narrow (otherwise it is
a symptom of unused flexibility). On the one hand, the FM produced by an
automated procedure may not be an accurate representation, typically when
FraSCAti artefacts do not correctly document the variability of the system. On
the other hand, a software architect, while manually elaborating an intentional
variability model of FraSCAti, may forget to specify some features or constraints.
In order to manage (e.g., understand) the differences between the two FMs, we
applied the techniques presented in the paper and the tool support.
Results and lessons learned. We now report what techniques have been used
and how they helped to manage differences between the FMs. Further details
and material (e.g., FAMILIAR scripts) about the case study are available in [1].
Implications. We first observed that the FMs involved have the following
properties: an average of ≈ 50 features and ≈ 106 configurations per FMs, and
a large number of cross-tree constraints (implies). Therefore we made an ex-
tensive use of the diff between binary implication graphs. It allowed one to
identify dozens of implies constraints expressed in one FM but not in another
(and vice-versa). Implies constraints are very important in the FraSCAti case
study. First, the software architect elaborates the FM and specifies an important
number of binary implications. Second, the extraction procedure combines differ-
ent sources of information, including plugin dependencies. These dependencies
are essentially expressed through implies constraints. The diff between binary
implication graphs has the merit of reifying the differences of the two FMs in
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terms of implies constraints. It is then easier for a software architect to under-
stand the impact of the difference: it is either an implication unintentionally not
specified or an implication not documented by plugin dependencies. Compared
to a syntactic diff, the major advantage of the structure of binary implication
graph is the ability to derive transitive implications. The method of quotient
produces some disjunctive clauses that can be transformed into implications.
Nevertheless, we observed many times that the method suffers from a lack of
completeness regarding the diff of implies constraints.
Or-groups vs Optional. We use a syntactic diff for computing feature groups
expressed in one FM but not in another. A semantic diff for computing candidate
feature groups, though more powerful in theory, does not produce additional
information in this specific case study. The difference between feature groups
concerns Or-groups. Indeed some features were modeled as optional features in
the FM of the software architect whereas corresponding features formed an Or-
group in the FM produced by the automated procedure. This difference, though
subtle, occurs for three Or-Groups and has to be identified and managed (since
in one case it is possible to not select any feature).
Decomposition. The compared FMs did not necessary have the same set of
features (e.g., some features are added when a new version of FraSCAti is re-
leased). The features included in one FM but not in another disturb the man-
agement of differences. Intuitively, such features produce new configurations but
we were mostly interested by the evolution of the common subset. Therefore we
made an extensive use of the decomposition operator (i.e., slice, see Section 3.3)
by focusing only on features commonly shared by the two FMs. We then ap-
plied the differencing techniques on the decomposed FMs. In particular, it made
possible to determine if the common subset has correctly evolved and that no
configuration has been broken (i.e., the refactoring or generalization property
holds, see Definition 4).
Interactive process. Managing differences is not a simple one step-process.
Once differences have been identified and understood, we edited FMs accordingly
and reiterated the process until having satisfying FMs. Therefore the process
is rather incremental and interactive. Automation and reproducibility of the
operations are indeed crucial.
Opportunities for future work. The extracted FM and the FM elaborated
by the software architect use different names for features that are actually sim-
ilar. To avoid unexploitable differencing results, some predirectives were needed
and consist in manually renaming features. More automated support seems de-
sirable and matching techniques already integrated in model-based tools (e.g.,
see [12,15]) are good candidates. At the current state of the research, it is difficult
to assess the significance of the FM matching problem in practice. Many tech-
niques exposed in this paper can be combined on demand to manage differences.
We observed that some information produced are sometimes redundant (e.g., the
method of quotient detects a binary implication, already detected by the diff of
binary implication graphs). To reduce the cognitive process of a practitioner, an
interesting perspective is to summarize the differences (by aggregating informa-
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tion produced by the differencing techniques so that there is no redundancy). We
leave it as future work. Another direction for future work is to provide guidelines
and a methodological proposal that could help non-experts to apply all these op-
erators in practice. The usability of the approach (e.g., whether the produced
information is understandable enough) should be evaluated accordingly using
other case studies.
5 Related Work
Model differencing has attracted research efforts in recent years, including the
development of tools (e.g., see [22,15,19,19,17,18]). The bibliography [22] com-
piles about 300 publications in this field. Existing approaches mainly focus on
syntactical differences. As argued in [19,13], models (e.g., FMs) that are syntac-
tically very similar may induce very different semantics and a list of differences
should be best addressed semantically. Maoz et al. define a semantic diff as an
operator that takes as input two models and outputs a set of diff witnesses,
i.e., instances of one model that are not instances of the other [19]. In our con-
text, instances are configurations and the set of witnesses is finite and can be
enumerated if needs be. Fahrenberg et al. propose an alternative definition of a
semantic diff and argue that a difference between models should be a model [13].
One contribution of our work is precisely to compute a diff FM.
Recently, Maoz et al. tackled the problem of semantic model differencing,
specifically for class and activity diagrams [17,18]. They defined and implemented
two versions of semantic diff operator, cddiff and addiff. The cddiff operator [18]
takes as inputs two class diagrams and computes diff witnesses using Alloy An-
alyzer, a solver for first-order logic. For the addiff operator, they presented
algorithms that take as input activity diagrams [17]. These two contributions, as
ours, are specific to a given formalism and its associated semantics. A few works
consider semantic diff between programs, e.g., Jackson and Ladd summarize
the semantic diff between two procedures in terms of observable input-output
behaviors [14]. We focus on model comparison and not on program comparison.
In the field of feature modeling, Benavides et al. [7] survey a set of oper-
ations and techniques proposed for automated analysis of FMs. No automated
techniques have been reported to reason about or compute differences. A notable
exception is the algorithm described in [28], which classifies the evolution of an
FM via modifications (see Section 3.2). The algorithm can be used in the con-
text of FM differences but have two limitations. First, the kind of relationship
between two FMs does not help to precisely understand the impact of a change,
e.g., what implies or excludes constraints have been removed and added. Second,
the technique does not compute all added and removed configurations. In [13],
the authors illustrate their vision and theory of semantic model differences using
FMs. They propose an algorithm to compute the quotient (see Section 3.2). As
recognized in [13], the quotient is an approximation of the differences between
two FMs whereas the diff FM is not. Another limitation is that the quotient
is a set of disjunctive clauses that are difficult to understand for a practitioner
(see Section 4.2). In practice, an additional step seems necessary to transform
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these clauses into a more readable and manageable information, closer to FM
constructs. Segura et al. propose a catalog of rules for merging FMs (union and
intersection) [26]. They present syntactic mechanisms (see a comparison in [3])
and no diff operator is considered. The works exposed in [23,11] developed a set
of operators to make evolve FMs but no differencing technique is proposed to
control the evolution of the FMs.
6 Conclusion
Feature models (FMs) are widely used to compactly represent the valid combi-
nations of features (i.e., configurations) supported by a given system. In several
application domains and contexts (e.g., software evolution), differences between
two FMs should be managed, for example, to identify what are the configura-
tions of an FM that are not included in another. We presented a set of techniques
to understand, compute and reason about such differences. The techniques per-
form at the semantic level (i.e., in terms of sets of configurations) and present
relevant information reified from the analysis of propositional formula. A prac-
titioner can detect a difference (e.g., for the purpose of debugging), compute
the differences as an FM and then integrate the differences into an existing FM.
The tool-supported techniques overcome limitations of earlier attempts and are
proved to be essential in a case study.
As future work, we plan to evaluate further the practicality and usefulness of
the proposed solution. We hope these insights can contribute to a methodology
that guide practitioners in managing FM differences.
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